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1. Introduction
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Fig. 1.  Digital and printed with SLA-DLP IAE versions.

The experiments were done by using two different light-based 3D 
printing technologies: UV projection (DLP-SLA) Asiga	 Pico	 2	
405	nm	wavelength and multiphoton laser direct writing (LDW) system 
(second harmonic 515 nm wavelength).

In Fig. 1 the Ignalina Nuclear Power plant (IAE) model was done with 
DLP-SLA. The smallest objects could not be printed for the reason of 
reaching nominal DLP-SLA printed feature boundary ~39 μm.

In Fig. 2 we present the full journey of the IAE model with DLW system
and describe which printing parameters were changed in order to reach the
best result. In Table 1. we present the summary of experimental results. 
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Fig. 2.  The journey of LDW IAE models.
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Conclusions
x By optimizing LDW printing parameters we extended our printing process to 18 

hours, but this allowed us to print the smallest features of the IAE model;
x Before printing models with concrete sizes, it is important to choose a proper 

object and only then vary sequently printing speed and  laser power;
x SLA compared to LDW is more convenient when the accuracy isn’t the main key 

and if the smallest feature size is at least more than 39 µm.

Parameters DLP-SLA LDW

Total	model	size

Smallest	object	
size

Fabrication	time

3
3x3x1.1 cm

3
402x402x144 cm

25 μm 1.8 μm

38 min 18 hours

Table 1.  Summary of experimental parameters.

Stereolithography (SLA) and laser direct writing (LDW) are light-based 3D printing technologies and work on the photopolymerization process. SLA
is based on a linear absorbtion process, LDW on nonlinear optical phenomena. Both technologies start to differ in photo-sensitive resin types, light 
alignment strategy, exposure delivery scales, light source [1].  
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